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1. INTRODUCTION
The Ado]Iwasawa theorem states that for a field K a finite-dimensional
K-Lie algebra L has a finite-dimensional linear faithful representation f :
 .  .L ª End V , dim V - `. In this article we extend this result forK K
certain R-Lie algebras, R a commutative noetherian ring with 1, which are
finitely generated as R-modules.
THEOREM A. Let R be either
 .  .i a principal ideal domain, char R s 0, or
 .ii a noetherian ring with 1, p.1 s 0 for some prime number p.
Let L be an R-Lie algebra which is a finitely generated free R-module. Then
there exists a finitely generated free R-module V and a faithful R-linear
 .representation f : L ª End V .R
 .Let R be a principal ideal domain p.i.d. . We call R residually positi¨ e, if
 .for all nontrivial prime ideals p 1 R, 0 / p , char Rrp ) 0. For these
rings we obtain:
THEOREM B. Let R be a residually positi¨ e principal ideal domain. Let L
be an R-Lie algebra which is a finitely generated R-module. Then there exists a
finitely generated R-module V and a faithful R-linear representation f : L ª
 .End V .R
U The author gratefully acknowledges financial support of the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
schaft through a Heisenberg Stipendium.
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There are various extensions of Theorem B depending on the structure
 .of the R-module L cf. Theorem 5.2 . However, we do not know whether
Theorem B might be extended to all principal ideal domains.
The proofs of Theorems A and B follow the ideas of the proof the
w xAdo]Iwasawa theorem given in J, Chap. VI . Actually, the only difficulties
arise when R is a principal ideal domain of characteristic 0.
There are some immediate applications of Theorem B in group theory,
and these applications have been the motivation to study this problem. In
w xW we have used Theorem B to characterize a certain class of finite
p-groups, and this theorem can be used also to extend Theorem 8.19 in
w xD .
ÃRecall that a finitely generated pro-p-group G is called powerful if
Ã Ã Ã p Ã Ã Ã4 Ã p kw x w xG, G F G for p odd, respectively G, G F G for p s 2. Here G [
p k Ã Ã :g N g g G denotes the closed subgroup of G being generated by all
 k .p th-powers. The standard examples for powerful groups are the follow-
ing: Let W be a finitely generated Z -module, where Z denotes thep p
p-adic integers. Then
<PL W [ id q p.a a g End W : End W , .  .  . 4W Z Zp p
where p s p for p odd, and p s 4 for p s 2, is a powerful pro-p-group.
 .Moreover, PL W is torsion free if and only if W is a finitely generated
free Z -module. Using Theorem B for R s Z , one can show the followingp p
w xversion of Theorem 8.19 of D :
ÃTHEOREM C. Let G be a finitely generated powerful pro-p-group which is
torsion free. Then there exists some finitely generated Z -module W and anp
Ã  .injecti¨ e morphism of topological groups f : G ª PL W .
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
2.1. R-Modules
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and M an R-module. M is called
 4cyclically decomposable if there exists a subset B : M _ 0 such that
M s RrAnn b .b. 2.1 .  .[ R
bgB
 4  .A subset B : M _ 0 satisfying 2.1 will be called a basis of M. But note
that the cardinality of a basis is not well determined. However, if R is
noetherian and M is finitely generated and cyclically decomposable, then
the cardinality of any basis has to be finite. If R is a p.i.d., then every
finitely generated R-module is cyclically decomposable.
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 .An R-module M is called a torsion R-module if Ann M / 0, andR
 .uniform if M is a free RrAnn M -module. For example, every free andR
every cyclic R-module is uniform.
If M, N are R-modules, N F M, we put
<  4sat N [ m g M ' r g R _ 0 : r .m g N , 2.2 4 .  .M
 .the saturation of N in M. The R-module N is called saturated in M if
 .  .N s sat N . If M is an R-algebra and N is an ideal in M, then sat NM M
is again an ideal in M.
 .Let R be a domain, K [ quot R and M be a free R-module. Then the
canonical mapping i: M ª M m K \ M is injective. For short weR K
assume that i is just given by inclusion M F M . If N F M is aK K K
K-subspace of M , then N [ M l N is a saturated R-submodule of M.K K
2.2. Polynomial Identity Algebras
 :Let R be a commutative ring with 1. By R X , . . . , X we denote the1 n
 4free associative R-algebra over the set X , . . . , X . Let A be an associa-1 n
tive R-algebra. One says that A satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n if
 .  :there exists a nontrivial element f X , . . . , X g R X , . . . , X such that1 n 1 n
 .f a , . . . , a s 0 for all a , . . . , a g A. There are certain standard identi-1 n 1 n
 :ties s g R X , . . . , X ,n 1 n
s X , . . . , X s sgn s X ??? X , .  .n 1 n s 1. s n.
sgSym n
which are of particular interest. These elements define n-multilinear
n  .mappings s : A ª A. It follows from the definition that s is C A -linearn n
 .in each argument, where C A denotes the center of A, and equals 0 if
 w x.two arguments coincide cf. Ps, Lemma 5.1.5 . Hence one has:
Fact 2.1. Let A be an associative R-algebra which can be generated by
 . mq 1m-elements as a C A -module. Then s : A ª A is a nontrivialmq 1
identity of A of degree m q 1.
2.3. P-Polynomials
 .Let R be a noetherian ring with 1 and p g N. A polynomial f T g
w xT.R T is called a p-polynomial if
f T s T p m q l .T p my 1 q ??? ql .T , where l g R . . 1 m i
 . w xLet q T g R T be a monic polynomial; i.e., the leading coefficient of
 . w x  . w xq T equals 1. Then M [ R T rq T .R T is a finitely generated R-mod-
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w xule and hence noetherian. Let r : R T ª M denote the canonical projec-
w p m x .tion. Then M [ r T N m g N is a submodule of M and hence0 0 R
noetherian. Thus
mp <M s r T 0 F m F N y 1 . .0
This implies that there exist l , . . . , l g R such that1 N
p N p N1 w xf T [ T q l .T q ??? ql .T g q T .R T . .  .1 N
We have therefore proved:
 .Fact 2.2. Let R be a noetherian ring with 1 and p g N. Let q T g
w xR T be a monic polynomial. Then there exists a monic p-polynomial
 . w x  .  .  .  . w xf T g T.R T such that f T s q T .r T for some r T g R T .
2.4. Radicals in Lie Algebras
Let K be a field and L be a finite-dimensional K-Lie algebra. Then
 .  .R L 1 L will denote the nilpotent radical of L and R L 1 L willn s
denote the sol¨ able radical of L. In accordance with the generalized
Fitting subgroup in finite group theory, we define the generalized Fitting
U  .  .subalgebra F L 1 L to be the ideal containing R L satisfyingn
U <F L rR L [ S S a minimal nonabelian ideal in LrR L . .  .  .n n K
2.3 .
U  .By construction, F L has nontrivial intersection with all nontrivial ideals
I 1 L , I / 0.
 .If R is a p.i.d., K [ quot R , and L is an R-Lie algebra which is a
finitely generated free R-module, we call L for short an R-Lie lattice. For
U  . U  .  .  .R-Lie lattices we put F L s F L l L , R L s R L l L ,K n n K
 .  . R L s R L l L. By construction, these are saturated ideals in L cf.s s K
 .. U  .2.1 and F L has nontrivial intersection with all nontrivial ideals
I 1 L , I / 0.
2.5. Lie Lattices in Characteristic 0
 .Let R be a p.i.d. of characteristic 0, K [ quot R , and L be an R-Lie
 . U  . w x U  . lattice. Since L s R L q F L , one has L , L F F L cf.K s K K K K K
w x.Bo , Chap. I, Sect. 6.4 . This implies1
Fact 2.3. Let L be an R-Lie lattice, R a p.i.d. of characteristic 0. Then
there exist elements x , . . . , x g L such that1 d
L s R . x [ ??? [ R . x [ FU L , 2.4 .  .1 d
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U  .and L [ R. x [ ??? [ R. x [ F L 1 L , k s 0, . . . , d, are saturatedk 1 k
ideals of corank d y k.
Â3. THE POINCARE]BIRKHOFF]WITT THEOREM
 .Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and L an R-Lie algebra. By A LR
we denote its universal enveloping algebra with canonical mapping i:
 . L ª A L . This algebra has the following well-known properties cf.R
w x w x.Bo , Prop. I.2.1 and J, Theorem V.1.7 :1
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. a Let A be an associati¨ e R-algebra with 1 and f :
 w x. w xL ª A, , a morphism of R-Lie algebras where a, b s a.b y b.a. Then
U  .there exists a unique morphism of associati¨ e R-algebras f : A L ª AR
such that f s fU ( i.
 .  . Ub Let d g Der L . Then there exists a unique deri¨ ation d gR
  ..Der A L such thatR R
i( d s dU ( i . 3.1 .
For an arbitrary commutative ring R there exist examples of R-Lie
 . algebras where the canonical mapping i: L ª A L is not injective cf.R
w x.Sh . However, if the R-Lie algebra is in addition a cyclically decompos-
able R-module, the assertion of the Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt theorem stillÂ
 w x w x.holds cf. L and Bo , Chap. I, Sect. 2, exercise 8 .1
THEOREM 3.2. Let L be an R-Lie algebra and a cyclically decomposable
 4R-module. Let u N j g I be a linearly ordered basis of L and let p :j
 .  .  .T L ª A L denote the canonical projection, where T denotes theR R R
R-tensor algebra. By
U [ 1, u m ??? m u N r g N, j g I ,st j j k1 r
j F j F ??? F j , u m ??? m u / 0 ,41 2 r j j1 r
 .we denote the standard monomials. Then A L is a cyclically decomposableR
 .  .R-module and the set p U is a basis of A L as R-module. Furthermore,st R
Ann u s Ann p u .  . .R R
 .for all u g U and the canonical morphism i: L ª A L is injecti¨ e.st R
As an immediate consequence one obtains
COROLLARY 3.3. Let R be a p.i.d. and L an R-Lie lattice. Then the
following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 There exists a finitely generated free R-module V and a faithful
 .R-linear representation f : L ª End V .R
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 .  .2 There exists a saturated ideal X 1 A L of finite corank such thatR
L l X s 0.
Proof. Obvious.
As for Lie algebras over fields one has the following characterization of
 .ideals of A L of finite corank.R
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let R be a noetherian ring with 1 and L an R-Lie
algebra which is a finitely generated cyclically decomposable R-module with
 .basis B. Let X 1 A L . Then the following are equi¨ alent:R
 .1 For all b g B , b is integral modulo X; i.e., for all b g B there
w x  .exists a monic polynomial f g R T such that f b g X.
 .2 X is of finite corank.
 .  .  4 w xProof. 1 « 2 Let B s b , . . . , b , f g R T , f monic, such that1 n i i
 .  .  b1 bnf b g X , and put a [ deg f . By Theorem 3.2, b ??? b q X N 0 Fi i i i 1 n
4  .  .b F a ; A L is a generating system of A L rX and this yields thei i R R
desired result.
 .  . w j x2 « 1 Let b g B and W [ b q X N 0 F j F k y 1 . Sincek R
 .A L rX is a noetherian R-module, there exists some k g N such thatR
W s W for all m g N . Hence bk q X g W and this completeskqm k 0 ky1
the proof.
This characterization implies easily:
 .COROLLARY 3.5. Let R and L be as in Proposition 3.4. If X , Y 1 A LR
 .are of finite corank, then X ? Y 1 A L is of finite corank.R
Another consequence of the Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt theorem is alsoÂ
the following:
LEMMA 3.6. Let R be a noetherian ring with 1 and L an R-Lie algebra
which is a finitely generated cyclically decomposable R-module. Let B s
 4b , . . . , b be a basis of L as R-module and assume that for all i s 1, . . . , n1 n
w x  .there exists a monic polynomial f g T.R T such that f b \ c gi i i i
  ..C A L . ThenR
 .  :  .1 C [ c , . . . , c 1 A L is an ideal of finite corank inter-A L .1 n RR
secting L tri¨ ially.
 .2 There exists a finitely generated cyclically decomposable R-module V
 .and a faithful R-linear representation f : L ª End V . Moreo¨er, if L is aR
 . free resp. torsion, uniform R-module, V can be chosen to be a free resp.
.torsion, uniform R-module.
 .  .   ..3 A L is a finitely generated module o¨er its center C A L andR R
hence satisfies a nontri¨ ial polynomial identity.
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 .  . a i  .Proof. 1 Let deg f s a . Then b s c q h b , where h gi i i i i i i
w x  .   ..   ..  .T.R T , deg h F a y 1, and c g C A L l I A L , where Ii i i R R
 .denotes the augmentation ideal. Note that, in particular, Ann u sR i
 .Ann c . Hence one concludes easily by induction thatR i
c b1 ??? c bn ? bg1 ??? bg n N b g N , g s 0, . . . , a y 1 41 n 1 n i 0 i i
 .is a basis for the cyclically decomposable R-module A L . Hence L l CR
 .s 0 and C 1 A L is of finite corank.R
 .  .  .2 Let m [ Ann L and put X [ m.1 [ C and V [ A L rX.R R
 .It is easy to check that the representation r : L ª End V has theX R
desired properties.
 .3 This follows from Fact 2.1.
4. LIE ALGEBRAS OF CHARACTERISTIC 0
In this section we will prove the theorem of Ado for R-Lie lattices, R a
p.i.d. of characteristic 0. There are basically two strategies which one
would think lead to an easy proof of this statement.
 .Let K [ quot R . Then by Ado's theorem L has a faithful K-linearK
 .representation f : L ª End V on some finite-dimensional vector spaceK K
V. Hence, in order to prove Ado's theorem for L , one has to find a
 .  .f L -invariant R-lattice s finitely generated free R-module W F V.
There are examples of R-Lie lattices L and K-linear representations f :
 .  .L ª End V for which there exists no proper f L -invariant R-latticeK K
W F V. For example, let R s Z, K s Q, L s Z, L s Q, V s Q, andK
1 U .  .   .f x s . x. However, in the case that L s F L or, equivalently, R Ln2
 ..s R L one can show easily that for the representation f : L ªs K
 . End V which one constructs in the classical proof of Ado's theorem cf.K
w x.  .J , there will be a f L -invariant lattice W F V.
The second strategy would be to proceed as for fields imitating the proof
w xgiven in J . In this case one has the problem that the ``representation-ex-
 w x.tension theorem'' of Zassenhaus cf. Bo , Chap. I, Sect. 7.3, Theorem 11
works only for split extensions. Thus one would run into problems to
 .extend the representation from R L to L. However, by Fact 2.3, it cans
U  .be successfully applied to extend the representation from F L to L.
Therefore we have to follow both approaches.
w xThe following lemma is actually Lemma VI.4 in J for nonnecessarily
solvable Lie algebras.
 .LEMMA 4.1. Let K be a field, char K s 0, L a finite-dimensional K-Lie
 .  .algebra, and X 1 A L an ideal of A L of finite codimension such thatK K
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 .  .n q X g A L rX is nilpotent for all n g R L . Then there exists an idealK n
 .Z 1 A L , Z F X , of finite codimension such thatK
 .  .  .1 n q Z g A L rZ is nilpotent for all n g R L .K n
 . U  .  .   ..2 d Z : Z for all d g Der L cf. 3.1 .K
  .:  .Proof. Let Y [ X , R L . Since Y is an ideal in A L , oneA L .n KK
U  .  .has d Y : Y for all d g Inn L . On the other hand for d gK
  ..Der L , R L , whereK n
Der L , R L s Der L l Hom L , R L , .  .  . .  .K n K K n
  ..   .:one obtains d A L : R L . SinceA L .K n K
Der L s Inn L q Der L , R L 4.1 .  .  .  . .K K K n
 w x. U  .  .cf. J, Theorems III.6 and 7 , one has d Y F Y for all d g Der L .K
  . .Let r : L ª End A L rX denote the right-regular representationX K K
w x U  .  U .modulo X. By J, Theorem II.2 , r Y is a nilpotent ideal in im r .X X
Hence there exists some n g N such that Z [ Y n F X.
 .Moreover, Z is an ideal of finite codimension cf. Corollary 3.5 and for
 .  . U  .all n g R L , n q Z g A L rZ , is nilpotent. Since d Y : Y , onen K
U  .  .obtains d Z : Z for all d g Der L , and this completes the proof.K
For Lie lattices over principal ideal domains one obtains
COROLLARY 4.2. Let R be a p.i.d. of characteristic 0, L an R-Lie lattice,
 .and X 1 A L a saturated ideal of finite corank such that n q X gR
 .  .A L rX is nilpotent for all n g R L . Then there exists a saturated idealR n
 .Z 1 A L , Z F X , of finite corank such thatR
 .  .  .1 n q Z g A L rZ is nilpotent for all n g R L .R n
 . U  .  .   ..2 d Z : Z for all d g Der L cf. 3.2 .R
 .  .  .Proof. Let K [ quot R and X [ sat X . Since R L is theK A L . n KK K
 .saturation of R L in L , X satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1. Letn K K
Y respectively Z denote the ideals constructed in the proof of theK K
 .  .lemma for L and X . We put Y [ Y l A L , Z [ Z l A L .K K K R K R
n  .Since Y G X and Z G Y for some n g N, one concludes that Z 1 A LR
 .is of finite corank cf. Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 . By construction,
 .  .Z is saturated. Moreover, 1 is certainly satisfied. 2 follows from the fact
 .  .  .that Der L s Der L l End L .K K K R
Let K be a field and let K denote its algebraic closure. For a finite-di-
 .  .mensional K-space V and u g End V we denote by spec u ; K the setK
of eigenvalues of u . If L is a finite-dimensional K-Lie algebra and f :
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 .L ª End V is a finite-dimensional K-linear representation, then f isK
called ad-spec closed, if, for all l g L ,
spec f l : Z spec ad l F K . 4.2 .  .  . .  .L
A finite-dimensional L-module is called ad-spec closed if the correspond-
ing representation is ad-spec closed. So homomorphic images, submodules,
and tensor products of ad-spec closed L-modules are again ad-spec closed.
LEMMA 4.3. Let R be an integrally closed noetherian domain and let
 .K [ quot R denote its quotient field. Assume that L is an R-Lie lattice and
that L [ L m K has a finite-dimensional ad-spec closed K-linear represen-K R
 .tation f : L ª End V . Then there exists a finitely generated R-torsion-freeK K
 .R-module W and a faithful R-linear representation c : L ª End W .R
 .Proof. Let R [ int R denote the integral closure of R in K. SinceK
f is ad-spec closed and as R is integrally closed, one obtains for all
 . w x w x w xl g L F L that char T g K T l R T s R T .K f  l .
 U .  .  4Let X [ ker f and X [ X l A L . If u N 1 F i F n ; L de-K K R i
 .notes a basis of L , u g A L is integral modulo X for all i s 1, . . . , n.i R
  . .As X l L s 0, the right regular representation f : L ª End A L rXR R
 .has the desired properties cf. Proposition 3.4 .
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and L a finite-di-
U  .mensional K-Lie algebra such that L s F L . Then there exists a faithful
 .finite-dimensional K-linear representation F: L ª End V which is ad-specK
 .  .closed. Furthermore, F n is nilpotent for all n g R L .n
 .Proof. By Levi's theorem, L s S h N, where N s R L and S is an
semisimple Lie subalgebra of L. By Ado's theorem, there exists an ideal
 .X 1 A N of finite codimension intersecting N trivially, such that n qK
 .  w x.X g A N rX is nilpotent for all n g N cf. J, p. 203 . By Lemma 4.1,K
U  .  .  .we may assume that d X : X for all d g Der N . If c : S ª Der NK K
denotes the representation given by the action of S on N, then f :
  . .  .  .U  .L ª End A N rX , where f s q n [ c s q r n , s g S, n g N,K K X
 wdefines a finite-dimensional K-linear representation of L cf. J, Proof of
x.  .Theorem VI.1 . Let W [ A N rX. Since W is a homomorphic image ofK
 .T N as S-module, the representation is obviously ad-spec closed. HenceK
 .the representation F [ f [ ad : L ª End W [ L is finite dimen-L K
 .sional, faithful, and ad-spec closed. Furthermore, F n is nilpotent for all
 .n g R L .n
THEOREM 4.5. Let R be a p.i.d. of characteristic 0 and L an R-Lie
lattice. Then there exists a finitely generated free R-module V and a faithful
 .  .R-linear representation f : L ª End V such that f n is nilpotent for allR
 .n g R L .n
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 .Proof. Let K [ quot R . We proceed by induction on k [
 U  .. U  . U  .rk LrF L . If k s 0, then F L s L and F L s L . By Proposi-R K K
tion 4.4, L has a faithful finite-dimensional representation which isK
 wad-spec closed. Since R is integrally closed cf. Bo , Chap. V, Sect. 1,2
xProp. 10 , the claim follows from Lemma 4.3.
Let k ) 0 and u , . . . , u g L such that L s R.u [ ??? [ R.u [0 ky1 1 k
U  .   .. U  .F L cf. 2.5 . Put M [ R.u [ ??? [ R.u [ F L . By induction,1 ky1
 .there exists an ideal X 1 A M , X l M s 0, which is saturated and ofR
 .  .finite corank such that n q X g A M rX is nilpotent for all n g R MR n
 .s R L . By Corollary 4.2, we may assume additionally that, for alln
 . U  .   . .d g Der M , d X : X. Now we define f : L ª End A M rX byR R R
f r .u q m s r .uU q r m , r g R , m g M .  .k k X
  ..cf. 3.1 . One checks easily that this defines a representation of L on
 .  wsome finitely generated free R-module V [ A M rX cf. J, Proof ofR
x.  .  .Theorem VI.1 . Since f N s r , f n is nilpotent for all n g R L sM X n
 .  .  . U  . U  .R M . Furthermore, ker f l M s ker f N s 0. As F L s F M ,n M
 .   ..this implies ker f s 0 cf. 2.4 .
5. LIE ALGEBRAS OF POSITIVE CHARACTERISTIC
In this section we will make use of the following:
Fact 5.1. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and p 1 R an ideal of R,
such that the prime number p g N is contained in p. Let A be an
 .  m .associative R-algebra and x g A such that Ad x g Hom A, p . A ,R
 p.  mq 1 .m G 1. Then Ad x g Hom A, p . A .R
w xProof. This is a direct consequence of H, Lemma 21.4 and the fact
pthat p N for k / 0, p. /k
Let R be a discrete valuation domain with unique prime ideal p 1 R
 .and residue field k [ Rrp, char k s p ) 0. In this case one has:
THEOREM 5.2. Let R be a discrete ¨aluation domain such that k is of
characteristic p ) 0. Let L be an R-Lie algebra which is a finitely generated
k  .torsion R-module with p s Ann L . Then one has:R
 .  .1 There exists a faithful linear representation f : L ª End V on aR
 .  .finitely generated torsion R-module V satisfying Ann V s Ann L . If LR R
is a uniform torsion R-module, V can be chosen to be a uniform torsion
 .  .R-module satisfying Ann V s Ann L .R R
 .  .   ..2 A L is a finitely generated module o¨er its center C A L , andR R
hence satisfies a nontri¨ ial polynomial identity.
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 4Proof. Let B [ u , . . . , u be a basis of L. For simplicity, we put1 n
UL [ Lrp.L and let t : L ª L denote the canonical projection. Let t :
 .  .A L ª A L denote the induced morphism of associative R-algebras.R R
  ..   ..  .Note that I A L , I A L as R-modules, where I denotes thek R
augmentation ideal. L is a finite-dimensional k-Lie algebra. The character-
 . w x   ..  .istic polynomial q T g k T of ad t u g End L is monic. Hence, byi i k
w xFact 2.2, there exists some monic p-polynomial f g T.k T satisfyingi
   ... w xf ad t u s 0. Since f g T.k T is a p-polynomial one concludes that,i i i
for all x g L ,
x .Ad f t u s x , f t u s x . f ad t u s 0. 5.1 .  .  .  . .  .  . . .i i i i i i
w xLet f g T.R T denote a monic preimage of f under the canonicali i
 .projection. Then 5.1 implies that, for all y g L ,
y , f u g p . I A L , 5.2 .  .  . .i i R
  ..   .   ...or, equivalently, Ad f u g Hom A L , p. I A L . Since p g p ,i i R R R
  . p k .  .  . p k   ..one has Ad f u s 0 cf. Fact 5.1 and f u g C A L li i i i R
  ..I A L . Hence the assertion follows from Lemma 3.6.R
For noetherian rings with 1 of characteristic p, p a prime number, one
obtains:
THEOREM 5.3. Let R be a noetherian ring with 1 such that p.1 s 0, p a
prime number. Let L be an R-Lie algebra which is a finitely generated free
R-module. Then there exists a faithful R-linear representation f : L ª
 .  .End V on some finitely generated free R-module V. Furthermore, A L isR R
a finitely generated module o¨er its center, and hence satisfies a nontri¨ ial
polynomial identity.
 4  . w xProof. Let u , . . . , u be a basis of L and let q T g R T denote the1 n i
 .  . w xcharacteristic polynomial of ad u g End L . Let f g T.R T be ai R i
 .p-polynomial such that q N f cf. Fact 2.2 . Hence, as in the proof ofi i
Iwasawa's theorem, one concludes that, for all x g L ,
x .Ad f u s x . f ad u s 0. .  . .  .i i i i
 .   ..   ..In particular, f u g C A L l I A L and the claim follows fromi i R R
Lemma 3.6.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The assertion of Theorem A follows from Theorems 4.5 and 5.3. Even in
the case that R is a field, there is a remarkable difference between the
characteristic p case and the characteristic 0 case: Let K be a field and L
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 .a finite-dimensional K-Lie algebra. For char K s p, the universal en-
 .veloping algebra A L is a finitely generated module over its centerK
  ..C A L , and hence is an algebra satisfying a nontrivial polynomialK
 .  .identity. For char K s 0 this is not true; e.g., L [ sl C has finite-di-2
 .  .mensional linear representations f : L ª End V , dim V s m, form C m C m
 .every m g N, which are irreducible and faithful for m G 2. Hence A LC
 w x.cannot satisfy a nontrivial polynomial identity cf. Ps, Lemma 5.1.4 . This
 .is one reason why the proof for char R s 0 is not as easy as for
 .char R s p.
Proof of Theorem B. Let R be a p.i.d. and L an R-Lie algebra which is
 .  .  .a finitely generated R-module. Let tor L [ sat 0 . Hence tor L 1 LL
 .and Lrtor L is an R-Lie algebra which is a finitely generated free
  ..R-module. Let m [ Ann tor L . As R is a p.i.d., one has m s R.m forR
 .some m g R. Hence tor L l m.L s 0 and L can be embedded as an
 .R-subalgebra of M [ Lrtor L , where M [ Lrm.L. Let M , i s 1, . . . , k,i
denote the primary components of M , i.e., M s [k M , and M is ai iis1
torsion R -module, where p 1 R is some prime ideal dividing m. Byp ii
Theorem 5.2, every R-Lie ideal M has a faithful R-linear representationi
 .f : M ª End V , V a finitely generated torsion R-module, and Theo-i i R i i
rem A shows the existence of a faithful R-linear representation f :
 .  .Lrtor L ª End V . Hence the claim follows.R
Proof of Theorem C. Let Gr p f denote the category of finitely generatedp
torsion-free powerful pro-p-groups, and L p f the category of finitely gener-p
ated torsion-free powerful Z -Lie algebras; i.e., the objects consist ofp
Z -Lie algebras L , which are finitely generated Z -modules satisfyingp p
w xL , L F p.L , where p s p for p odd, and p s 4 for p s 2. Then there
exist functors exp: L p f ª Gr p f and log: Gr p f ª L p f which yield anp p p p
 p f .equivalence of categories. Furthermore, for L g obj L , the pro-p-groupp
 .  .exp L s L , c is the set L with multiplication given by theh
 w x.Baker]Campbell]Hausdorff formula cf. D . If W is a finitely generated
 .  .free Z -module exp: p.End W ª PL W is a Z -analytic mapping, andp Z pp
from the basic construction of the Baker]Campbell]Hausdorff formula,
 .  .   ..one obtains exp l .exp m s exp c l, m for all l, m g L. Henceh
  ..  .exp p.End W s PL W . Since exp and log map injective morphisms onZ p
injective morphisms, this yields the desired result.
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